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American Catherine Haddad, won the Grand Prix Special at the Vidauban CDI3* Sunday, 21 June 2009 09:50



Vidauban, FRANCE June 19, 2009 German based American rider, Catherine Haddad, won the Grand Prix Special at the Vidauban CDI3* in France after placing second in the Grand Prix on Thursday. With a score of 70.6%, Haddad and her rising star, Cadillac, won their sixth Grand Prix since the beginning of this year. "Cadillac was much more relaxed at this horse show than he was in Cannes," said Haddad. "He really enjoyed himself tonight." The judges appeared to enjoy themselves as well, awarding high scores for the elastic, enthusiastic passage and well balanced pirouettes of Haddad's 12 year old Danish gelding. This is the first year that the annual jumping show at Vidauban included international dressage in its show schedule. Held at the beautiful, professionally designed stables of Bernadette Brune--Domaine Equestre des Grand Pins-- in the vineyards of Provence, the show has rustic charm combined with excellent footing and a festive atmosphere. Haddad said she was particularly happy to stay at the vineyards of friends Jacqueline and Lambert Dielesen-Chateau des Launes-during the show at Vidauban. When asked about her favorite part of the Cannes-Vidauban tour Haddad said, "You can’t beat 10 days spent with lovely wines, good friends and a win in the Grand Prix Special!" Haddad is looking forward to competing at CHIO Aachen with fellow



American Steffen Peters and Ravel. "I am always excited about competing at Aachen! I love the intense atmosphere and since I'm not allowed to compete at the European Championships, this will be the highlight of my year. I was definitely looking forward to competing on a team with my fellow US riders. There is a lot of camaraderie at the top level of this sport but riding on a team is always a special experience. Heather Blitz is another US rider residing in Denmark and we often help each other at shows. The US team at Mondorf les Bains (LUX) last year consisting of Heather, Sue Blinks and myself was not only a successful team but one that lead to more cooperation between top riders in the sport. So I'm reallly disappointed that we will not be fielding a team at Aachen this year." Photo credit: Illico Presto
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The Grand Prix Attack 

10 $2112 b611 b3 @1712 32.115. QM (already Black has a passive position) 13 $43 @d8 14 led2. 12366 15 h4 @117 16 @g5 leg5. 17 xg5 Â£a6 18 e611â€œ ...
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The American Century - Oecoumene 

At least two-thirds of us are just plain rich .... Behind the doubts in the American mind there were and are two different ..... such pain and anguish and bitter death. .... entertainment, developers of airlines, builders of roads, teachers, educator
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The impacts of the Amercian myth on the american society 

enslaved them and later on segregated society. The process of .... American businesses and without colonies has managed to build its economic hegemony. In.
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The South American Campos ecosystem 

rainfall is distributed throughout the year, it is characterized by great variations ... frequency, from one to six frosts per year, mainly in June and July, with records.
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miryam haddad lauréate du prix jean-françois prat p. 3 

28 juin 2019 - DIGITAL DEVELOPMENT DIRECTOR: MIKHAIL MENDELEVICH. PUBLISHER: INNA BAZHENOVA. WEBMASTER MARTIN LETOURNEUR.
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the GRAND OPHICLEIDE 

Independent Voicer/Consultant. Secretary .... They have a cutting timbre that is some- what reminiscent of string tone and ..... off convention Hall, and I bet you.
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Canadian Fishing at the Grand Banks, Zebra Mussels, and ... .fr 

Before this momentous event the lagoon had a unremarkable sandy bottom. While not sterile, the .... has some very odd properties. Among these anomalies of.
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Hungarian Grand Prix 

Jul 14, 2013 - www.wtatennis.com | facebook.com/WTA | twitter.com/WTA | youtube.com/WTA. TORRO-FLOR, Maria-Teresa. Last Direct Acceptance.
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EUROPEAN GRAND PRIX RIOM 

GIRARDI Fabio. Italy. 1 309. 18. SHCO. 328 324 319 338. 4. 9900229. 61. DE LA TORRE Luis Miguel. Spain. 1 309. 17. SHCO. 323 329 325 332. 5. 9900165.
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Grand-Prix Tunis 2018 

21 janv. 2018 - POP, Alexandra (ROU). BILODID, Daria (UKR). CHERNIAK, Maryna (UKR). Ippon 0 s1 / 00 s1 [7:52]. 00 / Ippon 0 s1 [3:47]. Ippon 0 / 00 [0:59].
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the GRAND OPHICLEIDE The Echo Organ 

Independent Voicer/Consultant ... Hopefully though, you'll find these asides interesting and appreciate that they are relevant in a round-about sort of way.
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grand prix de formule 1 de grandebretagne grand prix automobile 

If you want to possess a one-stop search and find the proper manuals on your products, you can visit this website that delivers many Grand Prix De Formule 1 De. Grandebretagne Grand Prix Automobile De Grandebretagne 2011 Grand Prix. Automobile De Gra
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Grand-Prix Cancun 2018 

15 oct. 2018 - TADEHARA, Ajax (USA). 00 / Ippon 0 s1 [2:53]. 00 s2 / 01 s2 [4:00]. 01 / 00 s2 [4:00]. KRPALEK, Lukas (CZE). ALLERSTORFER, D. (AUT).
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FLANDERS GRAND PRIX 

Aug 14, 2016 - DQ- SF. 3. 3. 20. -. 37. BAPTISTE ALAIN. 227. EQUIPE DE FRANCE. 16. DNS. 20. DNS. 22. -. 38 ... VAN DER MEER STEFAN. 278. 201502025 ...
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Grand-Prix Tbilisi 2017 

CHKHVIMIANI, Lukhumi. VERSTRAETEN, Jorre. MACDONALD, Neil. ASGAROV ..... KHUBETSOV, Alan. MIKUCKIS, Filips. GANKHUYAG, Turmunkh. RUS. LAT.
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Grand Prix VIE Allemagne 

29 janv. 2014 - Grand Prix V.I.E - T Proyer. Martin-Luther-Platz 26. 4O212 Düsseldorf. Qui peut participer ? Comment participer ? Quels sont les prix ?
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Grand-Prix Agadir 2018 

11 mars 2018 - JEREB, Andraz. BOUSHITA, Abderrahmane. CESAR, Diogo. SLO. MAR. GBS. OLEINIC, Sergiu. SCHEIBEL, Manuel. HAMDAOUI, Soufian.
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Grand Prix - FIE 

LAMBERT Maxence. FRA. 32. ROUSSET Nicolas. FRA. 8:45 BLUE. 17 ... COLLEAU Charles. FRA. 46. FITZ-GERALD Kunihiko. JPN. 9:00 YELLOW. 51.
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Grand-Prix Tbilisi 2017 

2 avr. 2017 - STEWART, Max (GBR). 00 / Ippon 0 [2:06]. 01 s2 / 00 s1 [4:00]. SABIROV, S. (UZB). MARGIANI, U. (GEO). Ippon 0 / 00 [3:48]. 01 s2 / 00 s1 [0:00].
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Grand-Prix Duesseldorf 2017 

AXUS, Benjamin. CONTINI, Marcelo. BARWIG, Robert ... PAPP, Robert Florian. GONZALEZ MARTINEZ ...... POR. JOO, Abigel. STEVENSON, Karen. HUN. NED.
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At the sports club 

The coach is explaining the rules of the basketball club to his players. They have to follow them if they want to become good players and win the next local ...
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Tea at The Adol 

ham & gruyère seasonal preserves english double cream. Moonlight Beauty Pu-ehr. Tea Cakes & Sweets vanilla cream puffs macarons opera cake madeleines.
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Canadians at the Centre 

london, england. Director. Tim Supple is a ...... her son's acceptance to the Royal Ballet School in London, England ...... Cartier Place Suite Hotel. Cassels, Brock ...
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Enigma at the hospital 

This must be the first he hasn't come to in â€“ What? ... Of course, I don't know how ... I wrote all the answers and unfortunately everybody had an alibi. So I .... While I was saying the last sentence, doctor Conners came in the room and sat down.
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